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ABOUT THE WORKSHOP

Even though Nanotechnology has been here for thousands of years, its importance has been increasingly recognized only over the last two decades. Applied Nanotechnology, especially in Healthcare, is a vital subject to be covered with an immersion approach in this workshop. We aim to offer insights into fundamental and applied concepts in Nanotechnology and to enhance awareness of the faculties and researchers of engineering and life sciences background. During the Two day Program, experts will lecture and demonstrate key concepts in the area of Nanotechnology: Synthesis, Characterization and Applications such as Nanomedicines, Nanodevices and Nano Bioimaging. Resource persons, practicing Nanotechnology in Healthcare and with leadership in their domain have been invited from industry, and academia. These are professionals, and researchers in Nano Devices, Nano Drug Delivery, Nano-Synthesis, Nanoimaging and Characterization. The workshop is meant to be an immersion program and will be fruitful for researchers in getting further involved in this exciting field.

INVITED SPEAKERS

Dr. Srinivasa, Technology Manager, R & D, Thin Films Division, Hind High Vaccum Pvt Ltd, Bangalore
Synthesis of Nanoparticles and Nano-Coatings

Dr. C K K Nair, Dean Research, Pushpagiri Institute of Medical Sciences & Research Centre, Thiruvalla, Kerala
Application of Nanomaterials in Drug Delivery and Cancer-Therapy: Preclinical Experience

Dr. C Raman Suri, Senior Scientist, IMTECH, Chandigarh
Nano Devices in Medical & Pharmaceutical Research

Dr. K.N. Bhat, Visiting Professor, Centre for Nanoscience & Engineering, IISc, Bangalore, Professor, Emeritus, IIT, Madras
Nano Devices: from M(icro) to N(ano)

Dr. Sahadev Sankarappa, Assistant Professor, Center for Nanoscience & Molecular Medicine, Mata Amrita Institute of Medical Science & Research Center, Kerala
Nano Drug Delivery Systems

Dr Siddharamaiah, Professor, Dept of Polymer Science & Technology, Sri Jayachamrajendra College of Engineering, Mysore
Synthesizing & Optimizing Polymer Nano Particles

PARTICIPATION FEE : ₹ 1000/- ACADEMIA
₹ 2000/- INDUSTRY
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Pin code: ............................................................................................................. 

Mobile No.: ........................................................................................................

Email Id: .............................................................................................................
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Place: .............................................................................................................. 
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